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Kilbourn Hall, Eastman School of Music
November 3, 1942

I am first and last a composer. I have been provoked into becoming a musical theorist, an instrument builder, a musical apostate,
and a musical idealist, simply because I have been a demanding
composer.
I hold no wish for the obsolescence of the present widely heard
instruments and music. My devotion to our musical heritage is
great - and critical. I feel that more ferment is necessary to a
healthy musical culture. I am endeavoring to instil more ferment.
“Plans for Work”
Guggenheim Application
September, 1942
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He also couldn’t know that in a year’s time, he would find himself on
stage at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, New York, performing his music for a rapt audience of music students and—most
importantly for us—a microphone. Nor could he possibly predict
that 1942 was to be one of the most pivotal years of his life.
Hitchhiking and riding the rails all the way from California must
have been quite a challenge for Partch, since getting ‘galvanized’ for
this cross-country trip entailed putting his newly finished Kithara
and the Chromatic Organ console in storage in Carmel. But that also
meant that he was travelling with both his Adapted Guitar & Adapted
Viola, as well as carrying the reeds from his failed experimental organ
“The Ptolemy” along with whatever music and clothing he brought
with him.
When he finally reached Chicago, Partch contacted the divinity
student’s friend, finding a place to stay as well as introductions to the
new music scene. In just seven weeks time, Partch was presenting his
work at Moholy-Nagy’s New Bauhaus School of Design on Ontario
Street, sharing the evening with another young Californian who was
also a recent arrival. John Cage had been hired to teach a “Sound
Experiments” course in the Fall of 1941, and Partch’s performance
culminated an evening of new music offerings to celebrate the opening of National Art Week:

Concert Announcement (from Partch’s scrapbook)
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stances. He moved often, endured chronic health problems, while his
only source of employment during the Chicago tenure was menial
labor because, as he wrote to Luening, “I am ill equipped for, and ill
adjusted to, this factory-office building civilization - the only work
I can land, apparently, is that which no one but an itinerant would
contemplate.” This often meant washing dishes ten hours a day for a
meal and $2.50. At one point, surely remembering his 3-week service
on an inter-coastal oil tanker back in January of 1930, he even rejoined the Merchant Marine as an “Ordinary Seaman” and qualified
for duties in the Engine Department as a Coal Passer & Wiper,

though he didn’t stick around long enough to get an assignment. In
early July, he wrote to Luening,
My musical work has been in complete abeyance since my trip east in April.
And for just one reason: a precarious means of existence. I have had two
dishwashing jobs in Chicago restaurants in the past two months and I have
occasionally been aided by friends who can ill afford the luxury of a penniless
composer…Day after tomorrow I am taking a blanket and going north to
try to participate in the fruit and grains harvests.
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If this system were well known, I wouldn’t consider these worth playing
because they’re just experiments. But since it isn’t known, they afford a little
vision into a new world of musical resources—hardly more than a glimpse
through a keyhole.
before commencing three full minutes of astounding harmonic
sequences that even today are capable of jarring the most seasoned
Modernist sensibilities. The view through that keyhole also turned
out to be a peek into the future, as this music would soon become the
opening of his Sonata Dementia (1949), exquisitely orchestrated with
the addition of six newly built instruments:
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What he doesn’t say, however, is that he also adapted the bridge. A
standard viola bridge has a curved top, allowing the performer to play
on each string individually or, if needed, two strings simultaneously,
a technique known as ‘double stops.’ Yearning to play 3-note chords,
Partch invented a new flattened bridge that would allow triple stops
by filing down that part of the curve that supported the A-string, so
that it was on the same plane as the 1st and 3rd strings:

What was lost, of course, was the ability to solo on the second string,
so he also created a small white ‘tooth,’ a kind of miniature crutch
(now lost) that slid underneath the lowered string, bringing it up to its
original position when needed. Seven of the 17 Lyrics of Li Po (1933)
use the flattened bridge—as described in the original title page—including the last three performed at Eastman:
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So that knocking sound was surely the act of moving the bridge into
place, perhaps after the reinsertion of the ‘tooth,’ a ritual that we will
hear repeated later in the recital.
Once the rather detailed verbal introduction to the first selection
was over, Partch apologetically goes off stage for a drink of water,
and the recording engineer switched to a new disc to prepare for the
next set of music. When the new recording begins, there is a faint
echo of the bridge being moved again, followed by 45 seconds of
tuning, focusing first on that mobile A-string. He then launches into
the first of seven Lyrics, the most dramatically virtuosic & hallucinatory of the set:
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In a March 27th thank you letter to Luening, he reported, “I am
working in a creative fever—the most intense I have experienced in
years—on ‘U.S. Highball,’ seventh of the ‘Monophonic Cycle’ which
I submitted to Guggenheim as project.” He immediately sent for his
Kithara & keyboard, and in the white heat of composition that followed, completed a second draft of U.S. Highball for Adapted Guitar,
Chromolodeon (sic) and Kithara, the compositions Dark Brother, San
Francisco, Letter from Hobo Pablo, and added Kithara parts to Two Psalms
and Barstow, finishing that October.

Ithaca, New York (1943)

It became clear, once these works were done, that the time had
come to leave Ithaca and put together an ensemble to play them.
That winter, he traveled to Bennington, Boston, & finally New York,
meeting with an impressive list of musical Who’s Who that included
Virgil Thomson, Henry Cowell, Douglas Moore, Quincy Porter, Henry Brant, Joseph Yasser, and Nicolas Slonimsky. He also met Martha Graham, who expressed great interest in a collaboration which
unfortunately never took place. Many of the visits included guitar/
voice performances of the new U.S. Highball, which impressed all
who heard it.
One result of his travels was a successful November lecture/
recital at the New England Conservatory, prompting an invitation
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In the coming two and a half months, he would need to find,
train, and rehearse three new musicians to play this challenging unknown repertoire. He found them in Henry Brant (Chromolodeon,

tin flutes, tin oboe), Alix Maruchess (Kithara), and Ethel Luening (soprano). Rehearsals began immediately, and for the next two months,
the group met more than forty times.
Rehearsing with Alix Young Maruchess and Ethel Luening

As Partch wrote to Henry Moe after the concert, the volunteer
musicians’ efforts were “little less than heroic,” as the final two weeks
before the concert found them rehearsing between fifteen and twenty
times a week. By the time they walked on stage they were thoroughly
prepared, both musically and otherwise. Years later, Henry Brant recalled that the composer brought a hammer, screwdriver, and pot of
59

glue with him, and actually fixed instrumental problems as they arose
throughout the program.
The composer’s historic Carnegie Hall debut was relatively well
received, remembering that it was a 5pm Saturday afternoon invitation-only performance before an audience of critics and composers.
As to the audience reaction, Henry Brant relates,
I believe that everyone felt themselves in the presence of a formidable new
contender. They reacted in various ways. Some were annoyed, irritated, perhaps envious, a little hostile…many of them took [Partch to be] an eccentric
amateur. But in 1944 things were so Stone Age that many of those same
people would have said the same thing of Ives.
The response from the press was equally varied:
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